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Psychology’s bad press:

Faked data: Brian Wansink, Derek Stapel, and apparently David 

Rosenhan, Hans Eysenck, and Daniel Ariely

The “replication crisis”: Famed findings disputed

 One-off stage-managed results? (Stanford Prison; Robbers Cave)

 Null effects: brain training, implicit bias training, learning styles

 Unreliable outcomes: teacher expectations, power posing, facial feedback, 

wintertime depression (SAD)

 Modest effects: stereotype threat, growth mindset, marshmallow test (delay of 

gratification)



Skeptical/cynical conclusions:

 “I took a [high school] psychology class whose entire content was all of these famous 

experiments that have turned out to be total horse**bleep**. I studied this! They made 

me take an exam! For what?”

 “I'm putting all my chips on neuroscience, I refuse to listen to psychologists ever again, 

they had their chance.”

 “Imagine if you'd spent 10 years getting a PhD in this stuff, going into $200k in debt.”

 “You can learn more from life never mind a psychology lesson just take a look around 

fella.”





But consider . . . 

How science works

A self-checking, self-correcting process that clears weeds

With mountain climbing—and science—the upward march comes with 
occasional down slopes

We adjust our teaching/reporting accordingly

 Some phenomena are genuine, but situation-specific

Example: Facial feedback effect

Many successful replications. Center for Open Science: 64% of 307 
psych sci replications found significant results in same direction.

What endures and remains to teach in . . . everything else



Overview

Unsurprising (but important & replicable) findings

Surprising findings that 

astonish us with new insights

challenge our beliefs



It’s important to know ... 



…even if we’re unsurprised that . . . 
There is continuity to our traits, temperament, & intelligence

With age, emotional stability & conscientiousness

Yet individual differences (e.g., extraversion, IQ) persist



We’re unsurprised that . . . 

Specific cognitive abilities are distinct, yet correlated (g)



We’re unsurprised that . . . 

Rewards shape behavior



We’re unsurprised that . . . 

Cultures differ in

how we dress, eat, speak

values



We’re unsurprised about . . . 

Conformity and social contagion



We’re unsurprised about . . . 

Group polarization





https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2022/08/09/as-partisan-hostility-grows-signs-of-frustration-with-the-two-party-

system/?utm_source=Pew+Research+Center&utm_campaign=a4792fafaa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_12_05_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e953b9b70-

a4792fafaa-399481785



We’re unsurprised that, nevertheless . . . 

Worldwide, we’re all kin beneath the skin



We’re unsurprised about . . . 

Ingroup bias: us > them



We’re unsurprised about . . . 

Perceptual set—though perhaps amazed by its power



We’re unsurprised that . . . 

Pessimistic explanatory style→depression risk



We’re unsurprised that . . . 

We prioritize basic needs



We’re unsurprised that . . . 
Childhood extreme deprivation/abuse leave marks (nurture matters)

language critical period



We’re unsurprised that . . . 
Our behavior and traits are influenced by many genes having 

small effects

Intelligence

Personality

Sexual orientation

Autism Spectrum Disorder

Etc.

There is no “smart gene,” “gay gene,” “autism gene”

Exceptions: “You have DFNA6/14 hearing loss caused by a mutation in WFS1.”



Unsurprising (but important & replicable) findings

Surprising findings that 

astonish us with new insights



Surprising findings that teach us 

what we never imagined . . . 



Astonishing insights—great lessons of psychological 

science—that are now accepted wisdom:

From split-brain studies: the differing functions of our two 

hemispheres

Sleep studies: Sleep stages and REM-related dreaming

Misinformation effect experiments: the malleability of memory



We’ve been surprised to learn . . . 

What works as therapy:

ECT

Light therapy

Microdosing psychedelics?

 And what doesn’t:

Critical Incident Debriefing for trauma victims

D.A.R.E. drug abuse prevention

Sexual reorientation therapies

Permanent weight-loss programs



We’re surprised about . . . 

Dual processing—our two-track (controlled/automatic) mind:



We’re surprised about . . . 

Dual processing—our two-track (controlled/automatic) mind:

Blindsight (“sight unseen”)



We’re surprised about . . . 

Dual processing—our two-track (controlled/automatic) mind:

Implicit memory (e.g., H.M.: Henry Molaison)

Implicit bias (e.g., implicit associations)

Thinking without thinking (e.g., creativity)



We’re surprised about . . . 

The testing effect



We’re surprised about . . . 

The testing effect



We’re surprised about . . . 

The Dunning-Krueger effect: ignorance of one’s incompetence

Those most incompetent (e.g., scoring low on grammar or 

logic) are also most likely to overestimate their knowledge
 Trevor Noah: “This is the problem when the dumbest person in the room thinks they’re the smartest person.”

Examples:



Vaccinated folks fret Covid;

Unvaccinated feel safer
(More protected people feel less protected.)

• Surgeon General Murthy (9/06/2021): “Vaccinated 

people may overestimate their peril, just as 

unvaccinated people may underestimate it.”



We’re surprised about . . . teen mental health crisis
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“Twenty years ago, life satisfaction surveys [showed young adults having] the 
highest readings . . . Now, a Harvard-led study examining a dozen measures of 
well-being show younger adults tallying the lowest scores of any age group.”

9/15/2022



• A convergence of evidence

– Simultaneous w/ smart 

phone/social media spread

– Correlation studies: time/risk





• A convergence of evidence

– Simultaneous w/ smart 

phone/social media spread

– Correlation studies: time/risk

– Longitudinal studies 

– Controlled experiments

– Quasi-experiments

• Possible factors

– Social comparison

– Time drained from other 

activities, including sleep



Zach Rausch graph from https://jonathanhaidt.substack.com/p/the-new-cdc-report



Unsurprising (but important & replicable) findings

Surprising findings that 

astonish us with new insights

challenge our beliefs



We’re surprised that . . . 

Within the normal range of environments, the “shared 
environment” effect on personality and intelligence 
(including parental nurture shared by siblings) is ~nil.
 Adoption studies: two adopted children are hardly more similar than either is to other 

children 

 Twin studies (from Polderman et al., review of 3000 studies of 14.6 million twins): 

“Across all traits the reported heritability is 49 percent [and] the data are inconsistent with 
substantial influences from shared environment.”

Robert Plomin (2019): “We would essentially be the same 
person if we had been adopted at birth and raised in a 
different family.” (Psychologist, March, 2019, 



Caveats . . . 

Parental extremes (neglect/abuse) matter

Stable co-parenting correlates with children’s flourishing 

(children w/ married birth parents at less risk, even after 

controlling for parental education, income, and race)

Parents influence values/beliefs (politics, religion, etc.)

Parents help provide peer context (neighborhood, schools)



We are (or were) surprised that . . 

. 
Sexual orientation is a natural disposition, not a moral choice

Parental nurture = 0



We’re surprised that . . . 

Many gay men’s and women’s traits appear intermediate to 

those of straight women and men

Example: Spatial ability



(Rahman et al., 2004)



This study examined sexual orientation change 

efforts. . . in a sample of 1,612 same-sex attracted 

Mormons. A minimum of 66% of participants reported 

engaging in sexual orientation change efforts. . . 

.Overall, 0% of those attempting change reported an 

elimination of same-sex attraction, and less than 4% 

reported any change in sexual orientation.”



We’re surprised that . . . 

Seasonal affective disorder may not exist

Data from 34,292 CDC participants:

 Is depression more common around winter solstice? (no)

For those living in cloudy areas? (no)

On cloudy days? In higher latitudes w/ less winter light? (no) 











“It wasn’t what I expected. But facts are facts, 

and if one is proved to be wrong, one must just 

be humble about it and start again.”

~ Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple



We’re surprised that . . . 

Learning styles—assuming that teaching should align with 

students’ varying ways of thinking and learning—have been 

discounted.

“We conclude therefore, that at present, there is no 

adequate evidence base to justify incorporating learning-

styles assessments into general educational practice.”



We’re surprised that . . . 

We too greatly fear the wrong things

air crashes

terrorism

immigrants

school shootings



Fears of flying vs. driving

 Gallup:  only 40 percent fly without fear

 Mile per mile, 501 times safer flying than driving 

 In the decade from 2010 through 2019, 222,460 people died in U.S. car or light truck 

accidents, and 14 died on scheduled flights. 

 My post 9/11 prediction: If we now fly 20 percent less and 

instead drive half those unflown miles . . . 



Fatal accident increase after 9/11 (from Gigerenzer, 2004)
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We’re surprised that . . . 

Brief “wise interventions” sometimes succeed where big 

interventions have failed?



We’re surprised that . . . 

Random data (as in coin tosses) are streakier than expected



We’re surprised that . . . 

Reality is often not as we perceive it (much of what we see comes from 

well behind our eyes).

Relative luminance demo:

Chico Marx: “Who you gonna believe: me, or your lying eyes?”



Manipulating our perception of color:





We’re surprised that . . . 

Repression rarely occurs

 Trauma (rape/torture/Holocaust)→haunting flashbacks

 John Kihlstrom: “Dozens of formal studies have yielded not a single convincing case    

of repression in the entire literature on trauma,”





A reminder: Hindsight bias

I-Knew-It-All-Along: After a research study, an election, or 

an investment the outcome was foreseeable.

“My grandmother could have predicted that finding.”

“Hillary was a flawed candidate.”

“The market was due for a correction.”

Søren Kierkegaard: “Life is lived forwards, but understood 

backwards.”



Concluding thoughts . . . 

Psychological science works

It affirms important, if unsurprising, truths

It sometimes surprises us

with discoveries that astonish us

with findings that challenge our assumptions

It is supported by a spirit of humility







Education works
It supports critical, analytical thinking

(e.g., 9/11 & moon landing as hoaxes; Royal fam killed Princess Di; Vaccines cause autism)



Across the political spectrum, educated thinkers 

were better at evaluating evidence: 

“Educators … should focus on increasing basic

science literacy and critical thinking rather than

the ideologies that purportedly divide people.”



By studying psychological science we can

Develop our critical thinking capacity

Increase our sense of wonder & respect

for the human creature



“I arise in the morning torn between 

the desire to save the world and a 

desire to savor the world.”

~ E. B. WHITE



7/24/2023Fox Valley Hearing Center, Inc 74

Truth . . . but also awe and beauty
Imagine an alien species that could pass thoughts from one head to another 

merely by pulsating air molecules in the space between them



Middle ear:
mechanical
waves

Inner ear:
fluid waves

Auditory
nerve:
electrical 
waves

The brain:
perceiving
sound

Outer ear:
collecting air
pressure waves

Mind-to-mind communication

via vibrating air molecules 



Conclusion

So, yes: 

Let’s teach the importance of replication for winnowing 

truth. Let’s separate the wheat from the chaff. 

Let’s encourage critical thinking that’s seasoned with 

healthy skepticism. 

And let us also be reassured that our evidence-derived 

principles of human behavior are overwhelmingly worth 

teaching as we help our students appreciate their 

wonder-full world.
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